SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1637
Saturday 17 June 2017
Hares: Jaws, Tiger & Lucky Lek
phuket-hhh.com
It felt like back to school as I called the Hares in the circle at Koh Kaew on British International School
ground...full marks to the Hares..no further home work required!

HASH HORN in...Repressed One..another Virgin Horn for Fungus to train...He did a great job..so on
the list for next year..well done R O!
LUCKY LEK SPOT...(not many to go now, LL!)..Mr Fister came in to award the final life saving
certificate...to his wife..Oh Yeah..well done!
RETURNERS in..they keep coming don't they..only a
couple but...glad to see you back!
VIRGINS in..two mates of Lucky Lek and a Yank from
Ejaculator's way..Oh Year gave them a good soaking!
NO VISITING HASHERS today ..so I got one of LL's
mates in with the Yank..The Yank had no idea what was
going on but The Thai gent had inside info....Lucky Lek
on the ice!
STEWARD...Tootsie...Hawaiian Ho on the ice for
selling shirts in the circle..that's his job!..HARES in..and
Fungus...where
was
the
paper?...what
happened..everyone got lost apart from Tootsie and
Fungus!..Hares back in, this time with Google Ass..GA always sets out to catch the runners with good
pics and a video..but he came back early and angry..why..he got lost! WTFIA in..Tootsie ran just behind
him all the way...just to take care of the old man, who was stopping every 10 mins..PAPA...DO THE
WALK NEXT TIME!...IRISH in..Repressed One and Gorgeous (paddys/scots...all the same to the
French..not wrong there!)..The Irish have what they say...Free Drinking..this is where they drink at

home..to get pissed on the cheap before going out...85% of
Paddys do this!...All the French in and a collection of
normal people..IE...NON FRENCH..he got the French
singing..THE FRENCH DOWN DOWN SONG...in
French..then he gets the NORMAL people to sing it...in
FRENCH..that went well!..Great spot Tootsie, well done
and thanks!
RUN OFFENSES..Manneken Pis calls in Gorgeous and
Fungus..we know that G is our barbed wire king..but this
time he kept well away...there was some barbed wire..even
kids could not get under it...but Fungus did! SADG..calls
in WTFIA, WTFIFA and Shit Here..after the Run WTFIA
was stripping off to shower in front of his wife AND Shit
Here...SADG got WTFIA to strip again..just to see if his
wife would kill him..she didn't! Gorgeous calls in What A
Rat..they were reccing in the week..they saw the owner of
the land so G said..let's ask him if it's OK..don't walk over
his land..let's go to the gate and ask him...G was explaining
to the owner..Hash/Running etc and WAR says...yes and
we throw paper! Blue Harlot gets two young Thai lads in to explain the ice is not a play thing...so keep
off it..unless you are asked to sit on it...which Blue Harlot did!
DEPARTERS...Not too many..getting close to free shirts!
NEXT WEEK'S HARES in..WTFIA, Kiss My Ring & Shit Here
(Virgin Hare) Nai Harn for this Run..come and have fun!
HARES in..Manneken Pis...now who is getting Hash Shit? Once
Weekly for saying the Run Master was boring last week..WTFIA for
just too much...bob, bob, bobing for the Hare song...SADG as Hash
Shit holder and resident twat...OR jaws for crap paper, all over the
place..apart from on the trail..JAWS wins it !
ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE)

JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

